Sigma Chi Enters 76

200 To Scamper
At Turkey Trot
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Law-+
ruction, according to Dr.
a E. Turner, executive dean Blood Bank
Humboldt State College.
This decision will affect only
se multistory garages which
dy have been granted funds
construction, he added.
It is expected that other state
lieges will ask for garages in
next budget, Dr. Turner said,
Sew standards for science buildThe annual campus blood drive
lab equipment were given to is scheduled for Thursday, Dec. 10,
e 37 executive deans and state in the Student Union, according to
Dianne Fammatre, general chairresentatives at the meeting.
man.
San Jose State plans to build
Blood pledge cards and permit
s new science building across slipsrequired of students under
San Carlos street within the next 21will be distributed at a table
in the Outer Quad Monday through
Se )ears.
The new standards were drawn Wednesday and again on Dec. 7-10.
Blood donations will be taken
by tle state Division of Archion campus Dec. 10 only from
ure to standardize both the 10:30 to 3:30.
silty and price of new furniture
Nursing majors and members of
equipment.
the Freshman and Junior classes
Establishment of a new commit- will help distribute the pledge
cards, Miss Fammatre said.
to study building standards for

Campus
Drive
Dec. 10

liege residence halls was voted
the deans. (It is expected that
SJS dorms will be completed
y next year.)
Much of the meeting time was
liken up with discussion of spear Items in health, physical
unction and recreation twills.
The status of student activity
ildings, such as State’s proposed
udent Union, was also discussed.
Dr. C. Grant Burton, SJS execre dean, was host to the meet-

reti A. Seaton, secretary Of the
tenor, will be guest speaker at
Republican party "$100-a-Plate"
ner tomorrow evening in Hotel
nte Claire.
Secretary Seaton has supported
forts to convert salt water ecomically into fresh water, reclaim and national park prourns.
Dinner chairman George Langsaid 200 tickets have been sold
the dinner.

Concert Set
For Tonight
-Music Around the World," a
benefit lecture-recital, will highlight the Founders’ Day Concert
of the San Jose Alumnae Chapter
of Mu Phi Epsilon, music sorority,
tonight at 8 in the Social Room of
Willow Glen Stone Church.
Dr. Albert L. Faurot, music professor at Silliman University, Dumaguete, Philippines, will be featured in a discussion with piano
illustrations of the structure and
sounds of music in Asia.
Soprano Margey Alden will
present native folk :songs collected and arranged while her husband, Dr. Donald H. Alden, SJS
English professor, taught in Dumaguete last year on a Fulbright
grant.
There will be no admission
charge for the recital, but free-will
contributions will be applied to
the scholarship awards maintained
at State. A reception will follow
the program.

rune Picking Machine

NO. 43

Orchestra
To Perform
In Concert
One of the largest SJS
Symphony Orchestras in recent years will open its season tonight at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
The 87 members, under
the direction of Dr. W. Gibson Walters, will present an identi-

By ROBERT TAYLOR
garages planned for San Jose State
parking
One of two
occupied
before money is granted
and
completed
be
ust
one.
or the other
California state college executive deans, meeting here
lumday and Friday, ruled that in view of the "critical
red- for parking. facilities, one unit of multi -story garages
before funds are given for more conliFt be in operation

Piers To Dine
t $100 a Plate

toy
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SEEKING TITLESeven girls, selected from a list of more than
100, are vieing for the title of Queen of the Tournament of Roses
at Pasadena, California. From left, front row: Virginia Evans, Virginia Uebbing and Barbara Thomas. Rear: Carolee Ream, Margaretha Bertelson, Marian Kirby and Sherry Goodner. Losers will
be princesses in queen’s court.

’Greek Show’ Debut
Will Feature 18 Acts

group, will entertain during intermission both nights, Brady added.
The "All Greek Show" began in
1948 as a project for greek organizations after Spardi Gras was disbanded. Last year’s winner in the
sorority division was Kappa Kappa
Gamma with the skit, "What do
we think about men?"
Lambda Chi Alpha took first
sponsored by Theta Chi fraternity.
Eleven sororities will present in the fraternity division with the
skits Friday night and seven fra- portrayal of "Sinner Man:"
ternities will compete Saturday
night, according to Mike Brady.
chairman of the show.
This is a change from the
Student Activities Calendar,
which slates the show for Dec.
A British lecturer in Hispanic3 and 4, Brady pointed out.
All lighting data and tapes are American Studies at Stanford Unito be turned in by Wednesday at versity will speak at a dinner meetthe Theta Chi house, 123 S. 11th ing at the Cafeteria faculty dining
room at 7 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 3.
Street
Sir Harold Mitchell, a former
Skits for the show will be
"strictly entertainment" and acts member of the English Parliament,
will be judged on originality, prep- will speak at a meeting sponsored
aration and presentation. First, by the International Relations
second and third place trophies Club and the World Affairs Counwill be presented in each division, cil of San Jose.
Cost of the dinner will be $2.50
Brady said.
"Although fewer groups are for students and $3 for adults. A
entered this year. the acts them- charge of 50 cents will be made
selves are better and there is for the lecture for non-students.
stronger competition," the show Reservations may be made by writing the World Affairs Council, 1738
chairman stated.
The Wayfarers. a folk singing Marlyn Way.

Eighteen greek organizations have entered the 10th
annual "All Greek Show"
scheduled for Dec. 4 and 5
at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. No admission
will be charged for the show

Briton Talk
INext Week

cal program tomorrow night at
8:15 in Concert Hall.
Guest soloists both performances
will be soprano Glenda Parker
and baritone Manuel Patterakis,
senior music majors.
The program will open with
Bach’s "Brandenburg Concerto No.
3 in G Major," followed by Schubert’s "Symphony No. 8 in B Minor," the "unfinished symphony."
After an intermission, Pueetas aria from "Madame Butterfly," "Un Bel Di Vedremo,"
will be sung by Miss Parker.
"Nemico Della Patria?," an aria
from Giordano’s "Andrea Chenier,"
then will be sung by Mr. Patterakis.
The guest soloists then will join
in the duet ’’Papagena, Papageno,"
from Mozart’s "Magic Flute."
The concert will end with Sibelius’ "Finlandia, Tone Poem, Op.
26, No, 7."
The Symphony Orchestra is a
student organization and IS open
to all interested students.
Its officers include: Bruce Stinnet, president; Rowland Schwab,
vice president; Erica Rossi, secretary-treasurer; and Stanley Tice,
orchestra representative.
Section leaders are: Gwen Dully, concertmaster; Martin Smith,
principal violin; Nancy Lund, viola; Stephen Gebhart, cello; Vincenta Lintini, string bass; Ned
Spina, brass; Ralph Loomis, woodwind; and Walter Taylor, percussion.
The orchestra’s annual Christmas concert will be Dec. 13 at 3
p.m. in Concert Hall. Three additional programs have been scheduled as well as participation in
"La I3oheme.

The answer to both is yes. "A geographer is always interested
th the economic and agricultural features of a country," Dr. Steele
intl out.
f

"Men from South Carolina, and having seen the transition
romAlave labor to mechanization, Dr. Steele was surprised at
methods used in harvesting here in California.
’"Ican Nationals and their families were in the fields, Dr. Steele
"harvesting the way that I would imagine prehistoric man
HIT TREE
-11^Y stand at the base of the tree, and hit it with huge mallets.
.,,gleNip:inted out, allowing the fruit to fall to the ground and

I:
I

ER!
r name

idSinhegrtaly after that, Dr. Steele bought an erector set and began
prime harvester that would take the fruit fresh from the
Earlier innovations in this field halt produced shakers for harvest and even the
idea of using a hopper, but never together, he said.
ere was even one machine that worked like a vacuum cleaner, suckthe fruit (and
everything else on the ground), Dr. Steele pointed
Alter several
years of working in his spare time, Dr. Steele now
"la Machine that he feels can do the Job quickly and efficiently.
the finished product will be one that can be driven up to the
, Dr. Steele
explained, a button pushed and an orlon or good cloth
,er will go around
the base of the tree assuming the shape of
Wine,

In an all out effort to win the
coveted participation trophy, given
to the organization with the most
men finishing the 3.3 mile course
in the allotted time of 30 minutes,
several fraternities entered large
teams.
Among the leaders were the Sigma Chi entry, Delta Upsilon, gunning for a seventh straight win,
with 49 and Sigma Alpha Epsilon
with 20 runners.
Not yet entered, but expected
to field a big squad is Alpha
Tau Omega.
The confident "We’ll win it
again!" statement by Neil Evans,
Delta Upsilon athletic chairman
has spurred all organizations in an

Bonfires
Labeled
’Not Riots’
Dean of Students Stanley Benz
said Friday that students will pay
for damage resulting from the Impromptu bonfire rally Thursday
night, but he emphatically denied
it was a riot.
The studentsall men met
with Dean Benz Friday morning
and agreed to pay the city for
extra duty and overtime pay to
firemen who were called to the
scene to put out the bonfire.
Dean Benz said this was the only
mistake.
"There was no mob action, no
Jostling policemen, no property
damage. The only mistake the
students made was starting a
bonfire. It was dangerous and it
tied up fire fighting equipment
necessary to protect other parts
of the city," he said.
The "rally" was in two parts.
Firemen put out one bonfire at
11th and San Fernando Sts. at 9
p.m. and another, bigger one was
started at 11.
Approximately 300 students, including Spardi, participated in yells
and qonc,

effort to end the DUB six year
reign.
ALL MAY COMPETE
Varsity track coach and Turkey
Trot Coordinator Bud Winter
stressed the fact that the Greek
organizations are not the only
groups eligible for the participation
trophy. "Any group of students
may form a team and compete," he
said.
In the open division of the
Trot several classy striders have
been added to the list of hopefuls. Among them Charlie Clark,
state junior college one and two
mile champion, looms as one of
the top contenders. Frank Wulftango, two year varsity distance
letterman, and Buzz McGee are
other top threats.
Coach Winter indicated that
there is more interest in this year’s
Trot than ever before as the experienced runners go after the top
prizes of a large turkey and chicken while the novice pacers aim for
the first, second and third place
trophies in their division.
RELAY RACE SET
In addition to the Trot, there
will be a Greek relay race composed of a 10-man team front each
of the fraternities covering a 1000
yard course. This race is limited
to men who are members or pledges of an active fraternity and have
not lettered in track events at a
four-year college.
The relay event will take place
immediately after the start of
the Turkey Trot run.
On hand at the finish line to
present the awards to the victors
will be five SJS lovelies, Homecoming Queen Marcia Day and attendants Kathy Eggiman, Tricia
Enfield, Sue Evers and Linda Janney.
Also waiting at the finish line
will be a dozen eggs, the annual
booby prize for the last man to
finish the course in the allotted
time.

Prof Invites
,Vets to Feast

Veterans who are far from home
have an invitation to a turkey
dininer with all the trimmings on
Thanksgiving Day, from Dr. William Hermanns, associate professor of German.
The veterans will be guests on
an estate in Los Altos. They will
leave San Jose at noon Thursday.
Interested veterans may contact Dr. Hermanns at CYpresa
4-6491 or CYpress 3-3490.
Dr. Hermanns inaugurated his
dinner for "fax-from -home" vets
twelve years ago. A veteran had
mentioned to him that when he
had had his uniform, he was able
to get invitations. Since he no
The program is new this semeo- longer had a uniform, the veteran
ter.
Said, he received no invitations al"The consultancy centet is an though he still was far from home
experiment," said Dr. Harring- and in need ,,f friend.hip.
ton, "but if it works, we will
continue it."
The materials available for low,
include mounted birds and animals
models of dinosaurs, skins of animals, bird nests, human skulls and
models of skeletons, simple electriJunior elementary education
cal equipment and a model volcano.
planning to
All of the materials were pre- teaching candidates
pared by students or instructors enroll in education courses 104 or
105 next semester, or during the
for student use.
"We have plenty of free ad- fall, must pre-r egister today
vice," said Dr. Harrington, but through Nov. 25, according to Dr.
he emphasized that students Vergil H. Hughes, associate profeswishing to construct posters, ex- sor of education.
Students enrolled in History of
hibits or other teaching aids
must provide their own mater- Education, Evaluation of Elemenials. Dr. Harrington or Mr. Von tary School Instruction and ChilFosaen will help them put the dren’s Literature courses will be
able to pre-register with their inmaterials together.
Pictures and pamphlets also are structors.
Students not enrolled in these
available.
Either Dr. Harrington or Mr. classes may pre-register in TH159.
Von Fossen are available at almost
any hour of the day. Hours for the
two instructors are posted on the
door of S224.
Sir, your suit
A catalog is out in the hall opshows! It shows
posite the biology storeroom tellthat you haven’t
ing students what is available and
discovered that
how to obtain it. Exhibits in the

New Science Center
Aids Student Teacher
1

Student teachers who are
preparing science lessons
have a new aid available, the
Science Education Consultancy Center, S224.
Under the direction of Dr.
Edward J. Harrington, assistant professor of biological science,

and Leland Van Fossen, technical
assistant, the consultancy center
will answer any questions which
the student teacher may have
about science, give a critical reading of lesson plans, aid in the conwhich,
when
On the top of the machine will be a telescopic boom
struction of simple teaching devices
activated, goes out, connects with the trunk of the tree or a major and lend materials useful in teachlimb, and vibrates the tree so that the fruit drops off.
ing a science lesson.
With the fruit dropping into a cloth hopper, there will be no
chance for it to be damaged. It will leave the lower end of the hopper
by a conveyor belt and be carried to a container, Dr. Steele explained.
"I have received two patents for my machine," Dr. Steele pointed out, "one for the telescopic shaker and one for the hopper and
conveyor system."
"When I went to Washington, the Patent Office readily accepted
AUGUSTA, Ga., (UPI) Presithe machine on two counts. There wasn’t another harvester of its
dent Eisenhower has called contype and the working model did its job," Dr. Steele said.
gressional leaders of both parties
In the demonstration for the Patent Office, he had to build an
to the White House Nov. 30 for a
which
he
covered
with
dime
store
beads.
"It
worked
artificial tree,
hi-partisan breakfast conference
recounted.
the
patents,"
Dr.
Steele
perfect, and I got
on his forthcoming 11 -nation tour,
NO SALESMAN
the White House said Friday.
"I haven’t done a 1hing with trying to sell my machine since the
Eisenhower invited five Demopatents were issued," Dr. Steele said. "I’m just not a salesman," he crats and four Republicans to meet
admits, "and I guess the machine will just have to wait until some with him before he departs Dec. 3
one comes to me."
for Europe, the Middle East and
"My machine as it stands will have to be experimented with so Asia.
that it can be economically produced. At present, it would cost about
The In -partisan conference was
$5000 to $12,000 to build each unit," he said.
set up after Sen. Thomas J. Dodd
In the meantime, Dr. Steele has dismantled the original
1D-Conn.) urged the President to
working model, and put the parts to IOW on a new inventionan
take former President Truman or
automatic orange harvester.
other high-ranking Democrats with
This will be a relatively simple machine, Dr. Steele pointed out. him on the 20,000-mile journey.
It will, be able to clip the fruit from the stem and get it in a container
Eisenhower gently rejected the
quickly and economically. Where the prune picker is a complicated Dodd proposal in a letter to the
machine, the orange picker will be relatively simple and inexpensive. senator earlier this week, saying
"I checked the agricultural patents while in Washington," he that the nature of the trip presaid, "and found there Is a wide open field in this venture, too." Dr. cluded his taking anyone but staff
Steele predicted that his latest invention will be ready within the next assistants "with minimum state
year or two.
department representation."

Prof Patents New Invention
By JERRY REDFORD
The Mechanical Age is here. And not to dispute its
lie is Dr. William C. Steele, professor of geography, who
s contributed to the mechanical march with the invenof an automatic prune picker.
Is Dr. Steele a cigarette smoking man who thinks
r himselfor
is there a connection with his inventing
e new machine
and his geography field?

Sigma Chi fraternity unloaded a 76-nian entry list for
the 16th running of the Turkey Trot Friday as the entries for the event swellfd to
200 runners.

Eisenhower
Calls Meet

Ed Pre-reg
For Juniors

SPARTANS

t

hall of the Science Building are intended to give students many useful ideas for science lessons.

Lecture Slated
"Tactics and Strategy in Teaching Science" will be the topic of
a recorded lecture at the National
Science Teachers Assn. meeting
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in 8237.
The lecture by Dr. Paul Brandwein, educator and author of science textbooks was given recent1N
before the School Science Assn. II
Santa Clara County.

R/A has brand new
imported fabric
suits for a mere

a

66.66. Hurry down
B4 the crowd picks
the rack clean.
You even get a
choice of 3 models.
(Suits, that is.)
P.S. Santa’s coming.

ROOS MED I

6-APART AN TI %TT Y

Friday. November

20,11811

250 Racks on Periphery

Beeps, Not Barks

Department News
HOAG- 15
.,f registraSt.:
tion, 7.1 ’s. Marg.tt.ei kVarhurst,
sistant professor of home economics, recently took part in the Pacific Regional Conference on Home
Economics Education, held in the
Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver, Col’
The meet was sponsored by thy
US. Department of Health, F.:Ell/Cation and Welfare.
Phi Upsilon, home economics honorary, will hold its fall initiation
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. in 1114 prior
to a luncheon honoring the new
members.
Ella Van Groningen, a home economics graduate student at SJS
from the Netherlands, will be guest
speaker. Her topic will be "Home
Economics in the Netherlands."
Following the initiation, luncheon is scheduled to be at the Garden City Hof Watt, 51 S. Market
St.
ENGLISH
Nearly 1200 students are: taking
remedial courses in English this
semester, according to Dr. Harold
Miller, department head. This is
the largest number of students taking remedial courses in the department. Classes have been divided into 43 sections.
AIR SCIENCE
The first unit of air science

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

BAKMAS

Bicycle Ban Reception ’Wonderful’

cadets still bOOn begins UP z hour*
of flight training at Reitir Hillkw Airport, U. Col. Emery
Cook, department head, announced yestenlay.
The cadets will receive these
lessons which should enable them
to qualify for a pilot’s license,
he said. Cost of the project will
be met by the I’S. Air Force,
he added.
Members of the Cadet Fund
are planning a mixer for Dec.
4, which will be held in the VA’ansen’s Gym, Col. Cook said.
HISTORY
Dr. Edgar E. Hornig, associate
professor of history, was honored
for his set-vice to Phi Alpha Theta.
national history honorary, at a
meeting of the fraternity last
night. Dr. Hornig was formerly adviser for the organization. Dr. Donald E. Walters, assistant professor
of history, is now adviser for the
group.
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Occupational Therapy club members are holding a party for a
Lions Club-sponsored adult -blind
group tonight from 7:30 to 10 at
the San Jose Lions Club Hall. OT
members will !fleet at 7:30 p.m.
In front of the college music building. Transportation to the party
will be provided, according to CarCiiffey, club president.
HOLOGX
.1 special limited registration
:irse in neurophysiology will be
offered in the spring for seniors
and graduates. The course, Anal .any-Physiology 255, will be taught
by Dr. C. E. Smith, associate professor of physiology. Students are
required to have a knowledge of
elementary biology and physiology
for the course.

Spartaguide

1

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA,

JR.

PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE CYpre...s 3-7560
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.

Complete Line of Poil,tcylJni:’orais
and Accessories
PEERLESS HANDCUFFS
THUMBCUFFS
FLASH MAGNIFIERS
BADGES

RAINWEAR
BELTS AND BUCKLES
HOLSTERS

SHOES

CLUBS

CAPS

POLICE WHISTLES

(Charge Accoi.nts Welcomed)

S & D Uniform Co.
401

TOD- AY
Roger Williams Fellowship, meeting
Grace Baptist Church, 10th and San Fernando Sts., time not announced.
Society of Chemical Engineers, field
trip to Leslie Salt Co., meet in EIrs
1:20 p.m.
SUNDAY
Roger Williams Fellowship, dinner, E. 4 -

EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
(3 blocks from school)

CLASSIFIEDS

meeting. 6:30 p.m.. Grace Bo:Church. lath and San Fe,nando Sts.
Wesley Foundation, dinner. 6 p.m.:
meeting. 7 p.m. Topic, "The Artist and
Communication."
I, MONDAY
Campus Photo Club, mr- oi and oleo Sol. 7:30 p.m.
Freshman Class, meeting, F118, 3:10
CH I 49
I MC.
3(1 pm.
Junior Prom Committee. meeting, S326. 330 p.m.
Sophomore Class, electing CH227,
330 p.n-

25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.

Station Wagon. pay to $500. Repairs
needed O.K. Cell eves. CY 1-2078.
Breekfest-dish washer and hasher for
12.30 lunrh and dinner. CY 5 7366

Lost and Fend
2 Poodles: I white male: I cinnamon In
male. On S. 5th St. Reward. CY 3.6180.
Set of keys et Market and Bassett Sts.
Hesse come to rm. 16 TH and identify.

MORNING WORSHIP

"On Giving Thanks to God

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

meet studegt
friends hare ...

San Antonio

TRI-C
with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY

speakers

"A Group

discussion groups
social activities

9:30

A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time

G Winfield Blount, Minister

Fall Semester: World Ethics

Charles Tyler, Minister
to Students

The Pink Building

and Christiani4
3rd and San Antonio

LUCKY STRIKE presents
ZeMIDIPIIFPOOdi
DR. FROOD’S MORAL OF THE MONTH

"The Artist and CI /111Mlinicat ion"
be the topic of Thomas Elsner,
assistant professor of art, when
! he addresses the Wesley Foundaion, 205 E. Santa Clara St., Sun.1:,y evening at 7. Dinner for 40
,...nts will he served at 6 p.m.

Brevity is the soul of wit. Which is why the sight of a girl
in a Bikini invariably brings a smile to a man’s face.
Dear Dr. Freed: Do you think next
year’s dresses will cover the knees?
Clothes-Conscious

Interviews
NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, interviews are held from 9:15 a.m. to 4:15
p.m. in the Placement Office, Adm.
234. Students are requested to sign
up in advance of interviews.
TODAY
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., San Jose,
deating seniors, ind.istrial a,c1 me.
;mica! engineering business adminisr:lon and accounting.
Litton Industries. San Carl".:, graduate
; seniors, electrical engineering. phys-

Dear Clothes-Conscious: The )’d

better

cover more than that.

Or. Frood, Ph.T.T.
Dear Dr. Frood: I read a great deal so I
never have time for girls. Am I missing
Literate
anything?

.0,

.0,

Help Wanted-Female

Bongos

Ukes

Briefcases

Binders

Drawing Sets Slide Rules
All at Discount Prices
Open Thursday

Dear Dr. Frood: 1 admire my roommate
very much, so I try to be like him. He
smokes Luckies. Do you think I should
smoke the same cigarette he does?
Awed

Dear Dr. Freed: The guy nex to me
copys from my paper. What shood I do?

be

the

DR. FROOD ON QUERIES

Dear Awed: No.
used I

Shouldn’t we skip the garlic?
If ’hot happened to the fraternity pin?
Wow! Is that your roommate?
Do you mind turning out that light?
You mean that isn’t a beanie?
Flow come you never wear shorts?
Why don’t you smoke your own Luckles’

ft

Ask him for an un-

k y.

Trutlyd

Dear

Trulhfil:
.0,

Warn

him. Quick!

.0,

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!

.0,

0.

Dear Dr. Frood: When I refuse to go
out with unattractive girls, my friends
say, "Beauty is only skin-deep." What

do you say?

Night

223 So. First Street

She would seem to
logical choice.

BEST LEFT UNQUERIED

.0,

.0,

Do you think a boy
on their first date?
Sky

Dear Shy:

.0’

Dear Literate: ()sib a fess marbles.
.0,

Dear Dr. Frood:
should kiss a girl

Years of experience have taught me
never to ask a girl these questions:

EARN XMAS MONEY-Part or full time
’ personable young women to
.r circulation dept.-day or
.0., hrs. arranged, we train. Apply in
nrson 3 to 6-7 to 9 p.m. or Sat. 1180
2 are. 1261 Linco’n, No. 107.

23-1f. Nashua house trailer with bath.
CY 5-0395 after 5 p.m.
Sprint bike, Italian 10.speed, fully equip.
ektra tires. 3 mos. old, $115. 283 E. Reed
Apt. 3 after 6.
Trailer for sale. All steel, 3 yrs. old, new
tires, brake light, 4 ft. by 8 f1,6 in. Load.
ing plants, $150 or bast offer. CY 2
7433, ask for George
Redwood 2"i2"x4’ fence material
Rounds. 31/2a an inch, Firewood, CY 2
3872 after 3 p.m.
Brand new tenor me, SI00 equity,’ fair,
over small bank payments. Ron, CV) 1450

2nd and

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 and I 1 :00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunda/

9:45 a.m. Perspective
6:00 p.m. Knox Club

Services at Trinity, 81 N 2nd
8.00 a.rn. Holy Corn;on
9:25 and 11:00 a m.
Morning Prayer
W. B. Murdock, Rector
Warren Debenhern, Asslt.

Edwin M. Sweet, Minister
Carl Monger, Minister of Visitation

John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

.red for students)

Episcopal Church

7:15 p.m. Vesper Service

Rev. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP

92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
I loly Communion at 7:30 a.m.
Every Thursday
Office Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Barbara E. Arnold

"Thy Kingdom Corn."

Reverend Getty, Minister

Sunday Services
11 a.m.; 7 p.m.

Fuss)

STS.

MORNING WORSHIP
I I :00 a.m.
The Lord’s Prayer Series,

930 and I I urn,

The Alameda at Shar.t5
CY 2-1888

SAN SALVADOR

9:30 a.m. College Church
School Class

Welcomes you to

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

LII

MARCHICICS
ARMY. NAVY

Wasted

WESTMINSTER

TENTH and

Artist To Speak

Jennings Radio Manufacturing Corp.,
San Jose. graduating seniors, mechaci
cal, electrical, chemical engineering and
physics.
To Place an Ad:
MONDAY
Call at Student Affairs Office,
U.S.,Genral Accounting Office, San
Room 16. Tower Hall.
Franclsr^ graduating sr.-- ,rs aNo Phone Orders
Special Notices
rng,
Grossman Union High School, grad .,at
Licensed day tare, 2.5 yrs. Near East
Apartments for Rent
William. Kay’s Nursery, CY 4-8076.
ing seniors, women’s P.O., English and
Fern. apt. 452 S. 4th, San Jose. CY 4German.
Transportation Wasted
5085 or AL 2.3420-3 students.
Ortho Phermaceut 41 Corp., Pe’’43,
Furn. 2-bdrm, apt. water & garbage pd. 2 or 3 girls dedre ride to Sun Valley.
New Jersny grad ,
453 S 9th. CY 4.1410 or AN 6-8726.
Share expenses. Leave Dec. 26, Phone
CH 3.9550 after 5 pin.
Sitar* Rentals
Ride to LA. Thanksgiving, call Jean Sed
Need I girl to share apt. 502 S. 4th, w:ck, CY 7.9757
Apartment 12.
Astes far Sale
Young Yet would like another to share
Inclusive apt. Moderate rent. CL 8.1427
’59 MGA roadster. $2350. White, black
after 10 p.m.
interior, heater. wire when’s, badge bar,
2-3 girls to shore *pt. or five girls or t-n005u. CY 5.24".1.
feilows to rent, $25 a month, 453 S. 10111,
CY 7-8542.
Miscellaneous ter tale

Classified Rates:

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.

the Commission on the College
Student in Washington, D.C. on
Nov. 23 and 24. The meeting is
sponsored by the A nt er lean
Council on Education.

Christian Center

p.m.:

iitodePne APug Co.

First Methodist
Church

Some 15 college presidents,
deans, professors and student representatives will be at the meetthe national president and adviser ing. Miss Galvin represents women
of the Intercollegiate Association students.
of Women Students. Miss Galvin is
The group will discuss the role
executive secretary of IAWS.
of the graduate student and study
The meeting will be to plan the the student evaluation of teachers.
year’s program for the national association. Suggestions will be given
CANTERBURY
to the AWS’ four regions.
ASSOCIATION
She will attend a meeting of

Newman Practice

BOUQUETS
CORSAGES
10th & Santa Clara
CY2-0462

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS

Activities Asst. Will Attend
Two Educational Meetings
-: 1
Terri Gal% in.
ant arthities tuk iser, lea’s es
today for .two educational
program a meetings in the East.
Miss .Galvin will be in
Kansas City, Mo., Saturday
and Sunday at a meeting with

its

Canterbury Club
To Hear Chaplain

READY TO SOAR-Orbit, a young beagle, has two-ounce radio
transmitter embedded in body, connected to heart. Riding in satellite Orbit’s transmitter is expected to send data on effect of
space on animal. Announcement was made at meeting of American scientists in Washington, D.C.

THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

Practice for Newman Club’s intermural basketball team will be
Sunday at 9:30 a.m, in the Women’s Gym.
A Newman volleyball tournament is still in provess. Teams
of Father John Duryea and Jim
McCoy are undefeated.

Enforcement of Ole
of this committee and the Student
but fulls
to
Parking Committee that the Stu- Ralph Gough, campus
security of.
dent Council adopted the bicycle Beer, and his men. There
have been
no serious violations,
ban.
he said, 81.
though new students,
unaw
Earlier this year, before the ban, heare
or
t
often
3
emmlnd
e
bicycles, although they eased the
rr:e,rs
Theanmbe
Campus Safety
auto parking program, began to
Committee
composedb
u s tof l faculty
Delivery
cause other problems.
truck entrances were blocked, con- and one student representative.
professor of industrial arts, is gestion in pedestrian areas increas- Marty Sleeper, SJS junior, is
stuchairmad of the Campus Safety ed, and some accidents resulted dent member this year,
Mr. Bohn cautioned
from students riding on campus.
Committee.
students to
use the racks, and to lock
It was on the recommendation
their is.
"Today, racks on the periphery
cycles when leaving them.
of the campus hold approximate--- ly 251.1 bicycles," said John Amos,
superintendent of building and
PATRONIZE
grounds. As new campus buildOUR ADVERTISERS
ings open, more racks will be
The Carito.hury Cits6, organizaadded, Mr. Amos said.
tion for Episcopal students, will
meet Sunday evening to hear Dr.
Shunji Nishi, chaplain at University of California, speak on "The
Eucharist and I."
The dinner meeting is slated to
begin at 6 p.m. in the Christian
Center, Fifth anti San Fernando
Sts, Dr. Nishi will speak at 7:15.

inception last
April. the ban on riding or
parking bicycles on campus
has proven very successful.
"The students have shown
wonderful cooperation on
this rule," said Ralph Rohn
yesterday. Mr. Bohn, associate
Sines,

When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
college students head right for fine tobacco.
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular
sold. Lucky’s taste beats all the rest because
L.S./M.F.T.- Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

t.r/serr

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Dear Fussy: That’s deep enough.
rtodud ef Gelie ..1,ftweiresot r6.1deteeo-C

--germ, is our middle’

name

"9111111111

Sigma Chi Enters 76

200 To Scamper
At Turkey Trot t

rfur
fiala i
security of
sre have been
he said, at.
unaware of
reminded.
V Committee
My members
’Presentative.
inior, Is sta.
r.
I students
to
lock their bi.
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effort to end the DU’s six year
reign.
ALL MAY COMPETE
NO. 43
Varsity track coach and Turkey
Trot Coordinator Bud Winter
stressed the fact that the Greek
organizations are not the only
groups eligible for the participation
trophy. "Any group of students
In an all out effort to win the may form a team and compete," he
coveted participation trophy, given said.
to the organization with the most
In the open division of the
men finishing the 3.3 mile course Trot several classy striders have
in the allotted time of 30 minutes, been added to the list of hopeOne of the largest SJS several fraternities entered large fuls. Among them Charlie Clark,
state junior college one and two
Symphony Orchestras in re- teams.
Among the leaders were the Sig- mile champion, looms as one of
cent years will open its sea- ma Chi entry, Delta Upsilon, gun- the
top contenders. Frank Wulfson tonight at 8:15 in Con- ning for a seventh straight win, tango, two year varsity distance
with
49
and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon letterman, and Buzz McGee are
cert Hall.
with 20 runners.
other top threats.
The 87 members, under
Not yet entered, but expected
Coach Winter indicated that
the direction of Dr. W. Gib- to field a big squad is Alpha there
is more interest in this year’s
son Walters, will present an identi- Tau Omega.
Trot than ever before as the excal program tomorrow night at
The confident "We’ll win it perienced runners go after the top
8:15 in Concert Hall.
again!" statement by Neil Evans. prizes of a large turkey and chickGuest soloists both performances Delta Upsilon athletic chairman en
while the novice pacers aim for
will be soprano Glenda Parker has spurred all organizations in an
the first, second and third place
and baritone Manuel Patterakis,
trophies in their division.
senior music majors.
RELAY RACE SET
The program will open with
In addition to the Trot, there
Bach’s "Brandenburg Concerto No.
will be a Greek relay race com3 in G Major," followed by Schuposed of a 10-man team from each
bert’s "Symphony No. 8 in B hiiof the fraternities covering a 1000
nor," the "unfinished symphony."
yard course. This race is limited
After an intermission, Pucto men who are members or pledgcini’s aria from "Madame But- IN
of an active fraternity and have
tertly," "In Bel Di Vedremo,"
lliwse not lettered in track events at a
be sung by Miss Parker.
four-year college.
"Nemico Della Patria?," an aria
The relay event will take place
from Giordano’s "Andrea Chenier,"
Dean of Students Stanley Benz
then will be sung by Mr. Patter:- said Friday that students will pay immediately after the start of
the Turkey Trot run.
aids.
for damage resulting from the imOn hand at the finish line to
The guest soloists then will join
In the duet "Papagena, Papageno," promptu bonfire rally Thursday present the awards to the victors
night, but he emphatically denied will be five SJS lovelies, Homefrom Mozart’s "Magic Flute."
coming Queen Marcia Day and atThe concert will end with Si- It was a riot.
tendants Kathy Eggiman, Theta
belius’ "Finlandia, Tone Poem, Op.
The students all men
met
Enfield, Sue Evers and Linda Jan26, No. 7."
with Dean Benz Friday morning
The Symphony Orchestra Is a and agreed to pay the city for ney.
Also waiting at the finish line
student orgiudzation and is open extra duty and overtime pay to
will be a dozen eggs, the annual
to all Interested students.
firemen who were called to the
booby prize for the last man to
Its officers include: Bruce Stin- scene to put out the bonfire.
finish the course in the allotted
net, president; Rowland Schwab,
Dean Benz said this was the only
time.
vice president; Erica Rossi, secre- mistake.
tary-treasurer; and Stanley Tice,
"There was no mob action, no
orchestra representative.
Jostling policemen, no property
Section leaders are: Gwen Dul- damage. The only mistake the
ly, concertmaster; Martin Smith, students made was starting a
principal violin; Nancy Lund, vi- bonfire. It was dangerous and it
ola; Stephen Gebhart, cello; Vin- tied up fire fighting equipment
Veterans who arc. far from home
centa Lintini, string bass; Ned necessary to protect other parts
have an invitation to a turkey
Spina, brass; Ralph Loomis, wood- of the city," he said.
dininer with all the trimmings on
wind; and Walter Taylor, percusThe "rally" was in two parts.
Thanksgiving Day, from Dr. Wilsion.
Firemen put out one bonfire at
liam Hermanns, associate profesThe orchestra’s annual Christ- 11th and San Fernando Sts. at
sor of German.
mas concert will be Dec. 13 at 3 p.m. and another, bigger one was
The veterans will be guests on
p.m. in Concert Hall. Three addi- started at 11.
an estate in Los Altos. They will
tional programs have been schedApproximately 300 students, in- leave San
Jose at noon Thursday.
uled as well as participation in cluding Spardi, participated in yells
Interested veterans may con"La Boheme."
and songs.
tact Dr. liermanns at Crpress
4-6491 or CYpress 3-5490.
Dr. Hermanns inaugurated his
dinner for "far-from-home" vets
By DOLA; WILLIAMS
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SJS Garage
Plans Delayed

ZE
IISERS

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1959

Rose Queen Hopefuls

By ROBERT TAYLOR
One of LN 0 parking garages planned for San Jose State
st be completed and occupied lw fore money is granted
or the other one.
California state college exectitk e deans, meeting here
hurstlay and Friday, ruled that in iew of the "critical
ted" for parking facilities, one unit of multi-story garages
ust be in operation before funds are given for more con-

hurch

ADOR STS.
Church

ction, according to Dr. LawE. Turner, executive dean
Humboldt State college.
This decision will affect only
multi -story garages which
ady have been granted funds
construction, he added.
R is expected that other state
lieges will ask for garages in
e next budget, Dr. Turner said.
New standards for science buildlab equipment were given to
e 37 executive deans and state
presentatives at the meeting.
San Jose State plans to build
new science building across
Carlos street within the next

RSHIP
Series,
me
Service
olinister
of Visitation

tCH
n Antonio

years.
The new standards were drawn
by tle state Division of Architire to standardize both the
lity and price of new furniture
e

equipment.
Establishment of a new committo study building standards for
liege residence halls was voted
the deans. (It is expected that
e SJS dorms will be completed
ly next year.)
Much of the meeting time was
ken up with discussion of spent’ items In health, physical
oration and recreation facia-

Antonio

es.

The status of student activity
dings, such as State’s proposed
udent Union, was also discussed.
Dr. C. Grant Burton, SJS execse dean, was host to the meet-

0

OP’ers To Dine
t $100 a Plate
Fred A. Seaton, secretary of the
tenor, will be guest speaker at
Republican party "$100.a-Plate"
nrier tomorrow evening in Hotel
nte Claire.
Secretary Seaton has supported
forts to convert salt water ecomically into fresh water, rectalion and national park proms.
Dinner chairman George Langsaid 200 tickets have been sold
I.

Blood Bank

Campus
Drive
Dec. 10
The annual campus blood drive
Is scheduled for Thursday, Dec. 10,
in the Student Union, according to
Dianne Fammatre, general chairman.
Blood pledge cards and permit
slipsrequired of students under
21will be distributed at a table
In the Outer Quad Monday through
Wednesday and again on Dec. 7-10.
Blood donations will be taken
on campus Dec. 10 only from
10:30 to 3:30.
Nursing majors and members of
the Freshman and Junior classes
will help distribute the pledge
cards, Miss Fammatre said.

Concert Set
For Tonight
"Music Around the World," a
benefit lecture-recital, will highlight the Founders’ Day Concert
of the San Jose Alumnae Chapter
of Mu Phi Epsilon, music sorority,
tonight at 8 in the Social Room of
Willow Glen Stone Church.
Dr. Albert L. Faurot, music professor at Silliman University, Dumaguete, Philippines, will be featured in a discussion with piano
illustrations of the structure and
sounds of music in Asia.
Soprano Margey Alden will
present native folk songs collected and arranged while her husband, Dr. Donald II. Alden, SJS
English professor, taught in Dumaguete last year on a Fulbright
grant.
There will be no admission
charge for the recital, but free-will
contributions will be applied to
the scholarship awards maintained
at State. A reception will follow
the program.

rune Pick in. Machine

SEEKING TITLESeven girls, selected from a list of more than
100, are vieing for the title of Queen of the Tournament of Roses
at Pasadena, California. From left, front row: Virginia Evans, Virginia Uebbing and Barbara Thomas. Rear: Carolee Ream, Margaretha Bertelson, Marian Kirby and Sherry Goodner. Losers will
be princesses in queen’s court.

’Greek Show’ Debut
Will Feature 18 Act

group, will entertain during intermission both nights, Brady added.
The "All Greek Show" began in
1998 as a project for peek organizations after Spardi Gras was disbanded. Last year’s winner in the
sorority division was Kappa Kappa
Gamma with the skit, "What do
we think about men?"
Lambda Chi Alpha took first
sponsored by Theta Chi fraternity.
Eleven sororities will present in the fraternity division with the
skits Friday night and seven fra- portrayal of "Sinner Man.’"
ternities will compete Saturday
night, according to Mike Brady,
chairman of the show.
This is a change from the
Student Activities Calendar,
which slates the show for Dec.
A British lecturer in llivanic3 and 4, Brady pointed out.
All lighting data and tapes are American Studies at Stanford Unito be turned in by Wednesday at versity will speak at a dinner meetthe Theta Chi house, 123 S. 11th ing at the Cafeteria faculty dining
room at 7 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 3.
Street.
Sir Harold Mitchell, a former
Skits for the show will be
"strictly entertainment" and acts member of the English Parliament,
will be judged on originality, prep- will speak at a meeting sponsored
aration and presentation. First, by the International Relations
second and third place trophies Club and the World Affairs Counwill be presented in each division, cil of San Jose.
Brady said.
Cost of the dinner will be $2.50
"Although fewer groups are for students and $3 for adults. A
entered this year, the acts them- charge of 50 cents will be made
selves are better and there is for the lecture for non -students.
stronger eompetition," the show Reservations may be made by writchairman stated.
ing the World Affairs Council, 1738
The Wayfarers, a folk singing Marlyn Way.

Eighteen greek organizations have entered the 10th
annual "All Greek Show"
scheduled for Dec. 4 and 5
at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Nuditorium. No admission
N ill be charged for the show

Briton Talk
Next Week

Orchestra
To Perform
In Concert

Bonfires
Labeled
ot Riots’

Prof Invites
Vets to Feast

New ’Science Center’
A ids Student Teach

.’Dtuderit teachers who are
orenaring science l essons
have a new aid available, the
Science Education Consultancy Center, S224.
Under the direction of Dr.
Edward J. Harrington, assistant professor of biological science,

and Leland Van Fossen, technical
assistant, the consultancy center
will answer any questions which
the student teacher may have
about science, give a critical reading of lesson plans, aid in the conOn the top of the machine will be a telescopic boom which, when struction of simple teaching devices
activated, goes out, connects with the trunk of the tree or a major and lend materials useful in teachlimb, and vibrates the tree so that the fruit drops off.
ing a science lesson.
With the fruit dropping into a cloth hopper, there will be no
chance for it to be damaged. It will leave the lower end of the hopper
by a conveyor belt and be carried to a container, Dr. Steele explained.
"I have received two patents for my machine," Dr. Steele pointed out, "one for the telescopic shaker and one for the hopper and
conveyor system."
"When I went to Washington, the Patent Office readily accepted
AUGUSTA, Ga., (UPI
Presithe machine on two counts. There wasn’t another harvester of its
dent Eisenhower has called contype and the working model did its job," Dr. Steele said.
gressional leaders of both parties
In the demonstration for the Patent Office, he had to build an
to the White House Nov. 30 for a
artificial tree, which he covered with dime store beads. "It worked
bi-partisan breakfast conference
perfect, and I got the patents," Dr. Steele recounted.
on his forthcoming 11 -nation tour,
NO SALESMAN
the White House said Friday.
"I haven’t done a thing with trying to sell my machine since the
Eisenhower invited five Demopatents were issued," Dr. Steele said. "I’m just not a salesman," he crats and four Republicans to meet
admits, "and I guess the machine will just have to wait until some with him before he departs Dec. 3
one comes to me."
for Europe, the Middle East and
"My machine as it stands will have to be experimented with so Asia.
that it can he economically produced. At present, it would cost about
The hi -partisan conference was
$5000 to $12.000 to build each unit," he said.
set up after Sen. Thomas J. Dodd
meantime,
Dr.
the
Steele
In
has dismantled the original
ID-Conn.) urged the President to
working model, and put the parts to use on a new Inventionan
take former President Truman or
automatic orange harvester.
other high-ranking Democrats with
This will be a relatively simple machine, Dr. Steele pointed out. him on the 20,000-mile journey.
It will, be able to clip the fruit from the stem and get it in a container Eisenhower gently rejected the
quickly and economically. Where the prune picker is a complicated Dodd proposal in a letter to the
machine, the orange picker will be relatively simple and inexpensive. senator earlier this week, saying
"I checked the agricultural patents while in Washington," he that the nature of the trip presaid, "and found there is a wide open field in this venture, too." Dr. cluded his taking anyone but staff
Steele predicted that his latest invention will be ready within ’se next assistants "with minimum state
year or two.
department representation."

Prof Patents New Invention
By JERRY REDFORD
The Mechanical Age is here. And not to dispute its
hue is Dr. William C. Steele, professor of geography, who
contributed to the mechanical march with the invent: of an automatic prune picker.
Is Dr. Steele a cigarette smoking man who thinks
r himselfor is there a connection with his inventing
e new machine and his geography field?
The

answer to both is yes. "A geographer is always interested
!h the economic
and agricultural features of a country," Dr. Steele
Intel out.
Coming from Mouth Carolina, and having seen the transition
f" Mare labor to mechanization, Dr. Steele was surprised at
the methods tined in
harvesting here in California.
Mexican Nationals and their families were in the fields, Dr. Steele
lamed, "harvesting
the way that I would imagine prehistoric man
HIT TREE
They stand at the base of the tree, and hit it with huge mallets,
Steele Pointed out,
allowing the fruit to fall to the ground and
(lienaged.
Shortly atter that,
Dr. Steele bought an erector set and began
iIiinR a
Pnine harvester that would take the fruit fresh from the
0. Earlier
in this field had produced shakers for harvest and even innovations
the idea of using a hopper, but never together, he said.
ere Was even one machine that worked like a vacuum cleaner, suck.
0P the fruit and
everything else on the ground), Dr. Steele pointed

ER!

After several
years of working in his spare time, Dr. Steele now
ts machine that he
feels can do the job quickly and efficiently.
Ihe finished pr(xiuct
will be one that can be driven up to the
Steele explained, a button pushed and an orlon or good cloth
Will go around the
base of the tree assuming the shape of

tier

name

Sigma Chi fraternity unloaded a 76-ran entry list for
the 16th running of the Turkey Trot Friday as the entries for the event swellfd to
200 runners.

Eisenhower

Ca//s Meet

g

mentioned to him that when he
had had his uniform, he was able
to get invitations. Since he no
The program is new this semes- longer had a uniform, the veteran
ter.,
said, he received no invitations alThe consultancy centei Is an I though he still was far from home
experiment," said Dr. Harting- and in need of friendship.
ton, "but if it works, we will
continue it."
The materials available for loan
include mounted birds and animals
models of dinosaurs, skins of animals, bird nests, human skulls and
models of skeletons, simple electrical equipment and a model volcano.1 Junior elementary education
All of the materials were pre- teaching candidates planning to
pared by students or instructors 1 enroll in education courses 104 or
105 next semester, or during the
for student use.
"We have plenty of free ad- fall, must pre-register today
vice," said Dr. Ilarrhorton, but through Nov. 25, according to Dr.
he emphasized that students Vergil H. Hughes, associate profeswishing to construct posters, ex- L sor of education.
Students enrolled In History of
titbits or other teaching aids
must provide their own mater- Education. Evaluation of Elemenlain. Dr. Harrington or Mr. Von tary School Instruction and ChilFossen will help them put the 1 dren’s Literature courses will be
able to pre-register with their inmaterials together.
Pictures and pamphlets also are structors.
Students not enrolled in these
available.
Either Dr. Harrington or Mr. classes may pre-register in TH159.

Ed P re-reg
For Juniors

Von Fossen are available at almost
any hour of the day. Hours for the
two instructors are posted on the
door of S224.
A catalog is out in the hail opposite the biology storeroom telling students what is available and
how to obtain it. Exhibits in the
hall of the Science Building are intended to give students many useful ideas for science lessons.

SPARTANS
Sir, your suit

Lecture Slated
"Tactics and Strategy in Teaching Science" will be the topic of
a recorded lecture at the National
Science Teachers Assn. meeting
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in S237.
The lecture by Dr. Paul Brandwein, educator and author of science textbooks was given recently
before the School Science Assn. of

Santa Clara County.

II

shows! It shows
that you haven’t
discovered that
R /A has brand new
imported fabric
suits for a mere
66.66. Hurry down
B4 thc crowd picks
the rack clean.
You even get a
choice of 3 models.
(Suits, that is.)
P.S. Santa’s coming.

ROOS MO I

1111..111k

!CPARTAN

Editorial

11.4TT

Mondiv, November ’21.

Moms Vs. Magazines
line a our l.lIs. tiloht powerful presthe 1.alifornia Parent -Teachsure groups
er Assn.is loading its guns to blast socalled -pornographic" literature and
"girlie" magazines off the stands.
The grand designyr% publicity revealsis to keep the kiddies from becoming
the innocent dupes of mist% new -dealers
and unscrupulous mail order houses.
The two -fold plan of attack promise close inspection of the athertising which
induces kiddies to send for nast% Idioms
and a direct harassment of new vies who
vend the stuff from the stands.
The objectionable literature is said to
include such titles as "Playboy," "Escapade," and "Esquire"ohionsly not aimed
at the kiddie market.
Wellat the risk of in% oking the wrath

of a million maddened.mianswe must disagree.
Fir -t. all reputable magazine,- thoroughly check their ad% ertisers for such unethical
practices as obscene mailing Iists. This
means junior was reading a disreputable
magazine to begin with.
And second, the best way to put a distributor out of business is to send his mat payment. If the material
terial back w itl
is objectionable e% en to an adult and
legally oloseette. postal authorities should
be not ified.
But most important of all. PTA ntemhers would have tlo cause for alarm if they
would put to use the best possible weapon
against pornographya direct and porsonal
supers ision of their children’s reading
--H.M.
habits.

Let’s Play It Straight
got ’,mu’ twin. rsst page haulier
kNFORD RIOTS.
publicity Friday :
This sort of newspaper practiet---w rong
as the students instil% eil may be ---is uncalled for and hurts the press as well as the
college.
It hurts the press because new.spaper
distortion is precisely the reason new s
sources give for refusing to talk to l’s’ Open at 4 p.m.
Pizza with a "Personality"

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Rowerglide
Hydramatic
student rotes 456 E. San Salvador CY 5-4247

1

paper.
Put it wasn’t that big a story.

1.11.A.

Art-Mic-,(Aama

HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ave.
CY 7-990I

A &M Auto Repair

porters.
Distortion is the primary reason so many
people are losing confidence in newspapers.
We agree with the community that college students should behave themselves and
that the "spirit" rally ’Thursday night left
us wide open for criticism in the local

By P11 ’I LEIS NIACKALL
Arts and Music Editor Congratulations should go to the
a cappella choir for the excellent
performance they gave Friday
night with the San Jose Symphony
)rchestra. The choir, directed by
music professor William J. Erlend-

r eye.s ran only le ai god a! your 9tatio!
. . . don 1 lool: lop

CHEAP

larynini

CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL
OPTOMETRIST
Complete eye exernindhons and optical service. Latest styled glasses and
contact lenses fitted. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses repaired.
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
EASIEST CREDIT TERMS
Mention thi> ad ... when visiting any of the Dr. Haskell Offices
Located 3 blocks from campus. 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF 1ST AND
SAN FERNANDO) A1so-199 S. first St. (Corner of 1st and San
Call CY 7.1880
Antonio,
- -

Just roll
your
"Reg. Card"
down to...

son, sang Randall Thompson’s "Ode
to the Viginian Voyage." It was the
first time the selection had been
performed in this area.
*

*

*

Tonight at 7:30 "Cuba, Land of
Enchantment," a full-length color
film, will be shown in Stanford
University’s Memorial Hall. It will
be the second in Stanford’s travel
film series. All seats are reserved;
tickets are 75 cents.
*

*

*

Our well-Informed spies indicate that eastern artist John
Maxon will be guest speaker at
the Art Bldg. dedleation ceremonies Feb. 28.
*
*
*
Be sure to see the interesting,
extremely colorful tapestries of
Mark Adams now on exhibit in the
art gallery. The tapestries, worth
$700 to $2000 each, are woven in
France.
Warren Faus, gallery director,
said student response to the exhibit has been -terrific." He believes students are getting "more
sophisticated in their tastes."
Mr. Adams will be on campus
Dec. 9 to speak to design classes.
*
*
*
Films on the pipe organ will
be shown at tomorrow’n meeting
of the Survey of Music Literature clam, 11:30 a.m. In Colleen
Mil. The class is open to the
public.
*
*
*
David (’. Donoho, associate professor of art and education, will
serve as consultant to the Santa
Clara County schools Wednesday
at a workshop on classroom environment.
*
*
*
N. Eric Oback, assistant professor of art, has had two watercolors
and a drawing accepted at the annual exhibition of the Northern
Californii Arts, Inc., in the E. It.
Crocker Art Gallery, Sacramento,

164
014041,

thrust and parry
Hears ’Dangerous
Insinuation’ at Talk

EDITOR: At the Spartan Y
meeting Nov. 12, two celebrated
Negro truck stars described in
some detail their experiences vAile
traveling on a track tour in Europe.
The topic was "Impressiors of
European Racial Attitudes vs. American Attitudes."
Mr. Norton and Mr. Williams
had much to say on how wonderfully they had been received. They
were accepted as equals on the
streets, In public places (except
when American tourists were present), and ultimately in the European homes.
There was one point in the
discussion that seemed to embarrass or shock lot is silence the
group attending the meeting.
That was: "Why Americans
treat the Negro so badly."
I found at this point a dangerous insinuation. It was drawn from
the apparent "friendly and respectful attitudes" of the Europeans as
compared to the "unfriendly anti
disrespectful attitudes" of the
Americans.
There is only one field left for
the Negro to integrate; that is, the
home. To do this he must be able
to marry into the white race, date
the girls, and become totally and
unconditionally accepted in the

Spa2tatlatti

fend in the name of democracy is
homes of American society.
The Negro must then appeal to controlled to some extent by a
the morals of weak and silent peo- dictatorship as South Korea is.
ple to accomplish this one lust feat
FRANK C1ECIORKA
and bring integration to the heart
ASK 4361
of American society.
TOM TRAMMEL!.
Student Answers:
Asti 15885

’There Is a Way’

Greek. Army ’Hazing’
Proves ’Ineffective’
sit new
EDIToft: Th..
members by. sororities, fraternities
and tlw armed forces is dune fur
the same reason: to supplant individuality with the ideals and goals
held by the institution.
Is hazing effective? During the
Korean War one out of every three
Americans taken prisoner collaborated with his captors.
My personal opinion is that the
effective rebuttal of communist
ideology will not be accomplished
by making our soldiers physical
and mental robots. The way it can
be done is by the teaching of democratic Ideals.
/low can this be ’done by the
authoritarian manner of training
recruits by the military? How can
soldiers be expected to fight effectively when many of them don’t
understand what they are killing
other men and risking their lives
for other than that they are being
especially when the
forced to;
country they are supposed to de-

Intermission

Ohio Coed Earns Tuition
In Summer as N.Y. Hoofer
By JERRY NACHMAN
Drama Editor

EDITOR: Regarding Bailey’s letter on Russia and World War II:
his last statement which referred
to his hope that World War Ill
could be avoided says "There’s got
to be another way!"
There is. You may have heard
it before, and you’ll probably hear
it again. There will be no peace
until the actual, physical reappearance of Jesus Christ takes
place. Then stand back!
All the hopes of mankind are
He’s the
wrapped up in Him.
ONLY one I know of who can’t be
bought off, bribed or ignored.
For me to live is Christ, and
to die is gain.
ALEX MORTON
ASB 6251
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I’m on my way to

flote in the Wall
For delicious Hem...Cooked Food in an ono.
sphere of congeniality and comfortYou cast
beef Ed’s Hole in the Wall! Complete Dinners
from SIAS.
1610 E. Santa Clara
Open daily
10 p.m
.7.1g2,17113.1f.ilijp...n2r;(7=

Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Hof bran

* Penni I lollwager swept through the stage door and
ratite dm% is the maroon -gold carpeted stairs in a terry-cloth 1.1
bathrobe. It was New York, the summer of 1958.
A native of Massillon, Ohio, (29,000 people), Penni
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
is an unusual 21 -year-old senior at Oltio University who
America’s greatest Rinky-Tink Piano styli spends her summers in New York getting money for college by working with a dance group.
Billie Gallagher
), 4,42.1# -f
Die Rhinelander
The troupe calls itself the Rock -I
on the piano
41;
Band
Akron, Ohio, The Rockettes’ best
ettes.
Penni wears her long yellow hair source for dancing talent, Is
garen C
piled on her head; her green eyes where Penni grew up; she said
tip upward at the edges and are 16 of 98 Rockettes had come
shrouded in purple eye-shade daub- from Akron.
51 SO MARKET ST.
CY 7-2002
How does Penni Hollwager take
ed thickly on both lids.
"big city" ways and her job "..iiti.orie.troiltrs\viitiiitriamiSfietra Tod( 14-\trotr-4
to
the
afuTZT,’,/’
Thirteen of Penni’s 21 years
dance out:slickest
the world’s
have been spent dancing, mostly with
"to
ballet and lapthe two most
She hatted the lashes and adcalled-for talents In The Rockmilted, "It isn’t all glamour."
ette routines.
The ultra-costumed Rockette
"I am third from the center,"
of the
Penni explained and pointed to a troupe, "Ninety-eight
Girls" whirling
window-size blow-up of the block- World’s Loveliest
jumping and clicking
long chorus line, the most famous and kicking,
in the cadence of a 98-man drilling
in the world,
glamour on stage.
At 5 feet, 8 inches, the slim unit, has all its
Like some gorgeous 196-legged
dancer is nearly the loftiest hoofer
centipede, the line bends and
among the 9ft Rockettes.
weuvets under the lights in the
Penni’s face is mannequin -like
Radio City Music Hall; knees toIn perfection; but the real feagether, ankles together, toes totures are hidden beneath a mask
gethernot one wrinkle unlike
ot Lon Chaney -thick make-up.
the 97 others.
But from the audience, pretty
And high-stepping in her place,
Penni is just another face in the
third from, the middle, is blonde
crowd of girls,
Penni Hollwager
Now in her third year in the and green-eyed
01 Massillon, 0.
high -kick game, Penni Hollwager
calls her summer employment, I
"Just a job." She earns $80 a week.
Such nonchalance from a girl
out of Massillon, Ohio, appears no
THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS
more real than her foot -long stagel
eye-lashes.
ts
*A SUMMER job with the Rock -I
ettes is, all work and little play.
"We work seven days a week for
four straight weeks," Penni said.
"with one week off."
CORSAGES
BOUQUETS
The other 98 girls range in age I
10th & Santa Clara
CY2-0462
from 16 to a grandmother of 48.

Authentic Barvarian Food
Music Every Night

iiitprau

BAKMAS

REXALL

YOUR DOWNTOWN
next to Woolworths

DRUG STORE

111111347:

odds
SYS WOW
CY2 50(2,2
"Just off campus"
THE LARGEST SELECTION
OF SIZES, STYLES, AND

CHRISTMAS is on at REXALL

COLORS IN DOWNTOWN

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS NOW AND SAVE

First of all it’s a

SAN JOSE
By

Town & Country
Shoes

take 6 months to pay!
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

AMERICA’S BEST
FASHION SHOE VALUE
Open Monday and
Thursday Nights
Charge Acct.

ONE DOLLAR HOLDS ANYTHING
TILL XMAS. (Lay it away/
Charge it on First Nat’l or Bankamericard.
Take 6 months to pay.

FIRST STREET
35 So. First Street

REXALL

DRUG STORE
CY 2-8081

A wonderful date dress ... in washable cotton sateen ..
as lovely across the dinner table as whirling across
the dance floor. The bodice and back are v -cut for
allure ...the skid is belled out and held there by
Its own crinoline. The elegant print on tones of
beige or slate blue. Junior Sizes 5 to 15 .
$1795’

THE EMPORIUM
SAN JO,L. LALir

-MI1111111.

Dick Bass Haunts State, 20-7 Spartan Sports
Mondny Nr.,:emor

oti,0191 II. BROWN
q.011.1’S EDITOR

An aroused
SHAW!’
team, led
football
Tiger
:Ol’
Bass, the
Dick
by
11. course
-hisPacific
in
:realer!. r,etirer
touchfinishing
the
tory, put
season
., so a dismal lute
by Sun Jose State,
tossing
a di:4’rubbing them 20-7 before
spec.
,00111g turnout of 14,000
Saturday night.
Airs at Stockton
Bass scoring
The Tigers. with

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

EXTRA POINTS

PITCH and PUTT
9 HOLE
e
Student rate
far
driving
IJC
P
pjMrange
e on
students.
San Jose’s most complete
golfing center
IULLY ROAD

The Lincoln National Life
Insurance Company

AL

CORRAL
Jos

Cc11,.qp AqpntSen

SUM

COLLEGE MEN
PIan will be of
Seniors and Gradwhile
you are still
Stooer.,
ghoul, you secure a low rate beose of present age and status.
More importantthe Lincoln Col.
rue Plan can be started now without
-euuler premium deposits being Made
aftero. re out of school,
You benefit with these advantages
l’

’

Low rate to students
* Flexibilitytailored to present and future needs
* You make no regular
deposits until you are out of
school
Get complete .nformetion on It.
Lincoln College Plan from
AL CORRAL, Class of ’58
SJS Campus Agent
CY 7-7368

ChM

SLATE

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Hrst Driver In Showing
"ROOM AT THE TOP"
S;mone Signore
,1 -:. mn.,70

ruu ,n

csr.,

BUT NOT FOR ME"

G

CV.4-5544

THE
ROMANTIC
SCENES ARE
TORRID!"

LADY

alt three touchdowns, completely
lateral play shortly after, Ray
dominated first half play by takPodesto came off the Spartan
ing a 12-0 lead.
bench and pitched a 38-yard pass
Bass scored the first Tiger TD to Mac Burton, the SJS offensive
with only five minutes gone in star of the game, who wrestled
the game. Pacific took the open- the ball away from two Pacific
ing kickoff and with Bob Vander defenders to give the Gold and
Wall at the controls they struck White a first and ten on the 11.
for the initial score with the PaThe running game couldn’t
cific quarterback throwing just
one pass to Gene Stafford for a puncture the Tiger line so ro15-yard gainer in the scoring dents, fired u pares and Henry
drive. The kick by Ilehry Wallace Wallace saved the Bengal% vsith
a fine Interception. The Sparwas wide.
tans didn’t NOM* any closer to
BURTON GRAB
scoring a TD in the first half.
After a fumble by Bass on a
Pacifie tArted their next drive

By GREGORY II. BROWN Zs

LOVER

p THE
,IC

Me

Oneal Cuterry on the next play
for the Spartans returned the
compliment and the Tigers took
over on the visitors 43 yard line.
In six plays the Betigals roared
for their second score with Bass
hitting right tackle for nine and
the TO. Again the conversion was
no good on a pass play.
The half ended four minute,: la-

DOWNTOWN - Open Monday and Thursday till 9:00

Record Specials
of the Week

e

MARTINI

TODD CAROL
VITTORIO
DAWN
DeSICA ADDAMS

"Escape To The Mediterranean"
Reg. 3.98Special

$2"

STEREO
EL RANCHO
Drive-in

V.ST OF EVERYTHING"
eLuE ANGEL"
May Bott

"Here We Go Again"

TOWNE
Va:Col

Hits

"HEROES AND SINNERS"
, Felis
,. Vidal in
"SINS OF YOUTH"
usual student reduction

DOWNTOWN -266 So. First
VALLEY FAIRAt "C" Parking Lot
CYpress 5-5141

THREE CLEFS

1403 W. San Carlos

Folk Singing Nightly
Dinners ;150

CY 8-1212

featuring the honey -colored

HART MERCURY Model

COMPLETE SELECTION OF

$3 38

5’9" 511- 6’16’7"
6’5"
6’3"
6’9" 611" 7’1"
we also
Attenhofer A-15
Blizzard & Miller
Skis

WHITE STAG Skiware
HENKE-KOFLACH 8 KLEE Boots
Imported Sweaters and Parkas
Open Wed. and Thurs. Eves 7-9

FREEMAN’S ARCHERY & SKI SHOP

)’

Mi.

ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI -Fl EQUIPMENT

the ski with the
built-in Christy"

iii

it.
let

Wholesale Distributors

HART metal SKIS

(I tradition

KINGSTON TRIO

Reg. 4.98Special

with

R.0.,.
11.t .
tl.

Rf
:0+,

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.

AL BUCKLEY
QUARTET

840 THE ALAMEDA
"Valley’s Finest Quality Ski Rentals"

A DELIGHTFUL,
DE LUXE, TREASURY
OF PEANUTS!

PEANUTS.
REVISITED
Favorites Old and New
by CHARLES M. SCHULZ
A perfect gift at
$2.95
now on sale at

SAN JOSE BOOK SHOP
along woh PEANUTS
MORE PEANUTS
GOOD GRIEF,
MORE PEANUTS’ GOOD OL CHARLIE BROWN
SNOOPY
YOU’RE OUT OF YOUR MIND, CHARLIE BROWN. BUT WI
LOVE YOU. CHARLIE BROWN
Only 51 00 each.

ose

Open ’t;I
9:00 p.m.
Thursday

OK SHOP

119 EAST SAN

at

Best Seller Reprints
For Less
CY 5-5513

FERNANDO

mosher’s...

Versatile Britches
-,1, 1,
...7..r

0

SELECTION

ftl

STYLE

I

QUALITY

OA.

MONAURAL

Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
Till 9 p.m.

365 E. Julian
prevents
Dancing Nightly

Frosh Win
Finale 28-6

VALLEY FAIROpen Monday -Thursday -Friday till 9:30

Y--1

COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS

-----KEROSENE CLUB

The Spartans took the kick and
returned it to their own 36 after
the second half kickoff. The:,
Cuterry, on an attempted tripl,
reverse, fumbled and Pacific fell
on the 1,111 ii thr. Spurt:in ?7

Da v enport
Leg
Successful

Boston Club
8th Member
Of New AFL

KEG MEETING
An organization meeting fur Intramural bowling will be held today in the Men’s Gym Rm. 201. at
3:30. Leagues will begin the
week in December.

Machen-Folley Bout
Set for Cow Palace

JOHN SCOTT TROTTER

RICHARD

ter with the home team in command 12-0. The first half stats
had the Tigers with 170 yards
rushing which told the story of
the initial half. With their outside
pitchouts around the end they
were murd er an d i I seem ed as if
Coach Bob Titchenal’s crew would
have their hands full containthe
them in the second half.

CLOSE TO 60 SENIORS will feel the prongs of the AFL (American Football League) draft today as the new league entry to pro football attempts to muster grid strength for next September’s opening
session.
Eddie Math. us will get a chance to redeem I isonehi for
Most of the new franchimm will be vielng for the top offensive
Isis hick -luster ,liossing made against ?Ault Folley earlier
talent in the nation but is limitation has been put on the bidders
ibis year when the two clash in a return heasyweight go at
as fur us drafting offensive. backs are concerned.
the Cow ’Palace in January.
NEW ’LIMITED’ DRAFT
The actual date has mit hoe’,’ ii decided hut promoter
Each of the new teams will have to select an entire squad (every
position) before they may grab the collegiate gridders at random. Ilennie Ford said that it would he on Jan. 18 or 20.
Officials running the show in Minneapolis have come up with this
Ford tried to promote the match mer a mond: ago
system in an attempt to keep the unbalance of the teams at a minimum.
with negative results on the part+SAID MAX WINTER, general manager and director of the new
of the Folley camp. Bill Swift, Folpro league’s draft, "If we had wide open drafting, everybody would
ley’s manager, said that he didn’t
go after the quarterbacks and publicized ball carriers."
want to fight Machen in San FranFunny ... but this sort of limitation hardly seems to keep the pen- cisco but apparently
had a change L
dulum from swinging to one side. It is a known fact that when the of heart after his fighter made a
two entries in the NFL draft next Monday for the most part will go dismal showing in hulling his way
after the backfield talent.
to a decision last week over Alonzo
Johnson.
OFFENSE TALENT SIIIFTED
San Francisco Giant fans reMachen and Folley fought In ceived pleasant news recently
That is why we have quarterbacks as defensive halfbacks and
April
and
at the end of 12 rounds when it was reported that third
halfbacks as offensive ends. The pro teams find their arsenal filled
with nothing but offensive stars and in many instances throw defense neither proved mush and the de- baseman Jim Davenport’s knee opcision rendered was a draw. Ma- eration was a complete success.
to the wind.
chen was thoroughly disgusted
Of course the new draft initiated by the AFI., which Ix not In
Davenport underwent surgery
’with his showing and has been for a torn cartilage in his left
any way affiliated with the NFL, Its not binding on the players.
TIIE NEW LEAGUE drafting today has a one week head start wanting TO get "’Wiry again for knee Nov. 10 and ten days after
on the NFL which may seem to many an advantage, hut their selec- some time.
the operation Davenport was up
After the last Folley fight, Ma- and around without the aid of
tions are not binding on the players.
chen journeyed to Sweden and got crutches.
PLAYER MAKES DECISION
himself decked in one round
"The knee is still a little sore
The NFL may draft the same players next week and then the against the present heavyweight
and weak," Jimmy said, "but I
player himself is the one that decides who he is going to play for. Con- champion Ingemar Johansson.
can walk without too much
sidering this, it appears that the western and eastern divisions of the
On the comeback path, Machen trouble."
NFL have a tremendous advantage.
has beaten Ruben Vargas in San
Davenport will he under a
They are stocked with many out -+-Francisco and then put him in the stringent set of exercising rules
standing collegiate grid stars of
clouds in a return go. Later, he
set forth by a lova! S.F. doctor
the past few years, many who
belted Pat McMurtry out In one
to strengthen the muscles in his
are sitting on the bench. They have
round.
weakened leg.
a lot more stability behind them
At the time, promoter Ford is
A fiery Giant sparkplug
and therefore won’t have to meet
scouting around for an opponent
the demands of the players.
for Bobo Olson. The kayo of Yvon most of the season, he talked con
Durelle by George Chuvalo cooled fidently of being back in harm’ Take for Instance Dick Norby the time the season roll his Dee 7 match.
man of Stanford. the may get
around. The Giant front offs,
drafted for instance by Dallas
hopes so for much of the "Gre.,,
In the very first round.
lUosI,iribecame Ow uq;1111: and
Slide" made by the Giants in IL.
Next week he may get picked final entry into the new American
closing weeks of the season to:
off by Green Bay. It is up to Norbeen attributed in part to the at,
Football League last week as all
man whether he wants to play for
sence of Davenport.
for
today’s
readiness
are
in
teams
Dallas or Green Bay. This is where
Meanwhile, Horace Stoneham
Dae lions has and Ld Erdelatz
the new league is going to meet draft session in Minneapolis.
Jr. paved the way for a 28-6 vic- Is In Florida hoping to bolster
their waterloo.
Other teams in the new pro foot - tory over Napa JC for the fresh- nest year’s edition with as tiss
hall league are New York, Los An - man football team in its last game player trades. It is prophesio..1
MONEY TALKS
that Stoneham Is seeking pitchTHE FIRST ROUND draft geles, Dallas, Houston, Denver, of the season.
Manilas culminated two long ing strength.
choices know that the AFL will Minneapolis-St. Paul and Buffalo,
"The chances are favorable," h..
For awhile it was speculated drives with touchdown runs of 29
have to shell out more moolah to
said. "We’ve talked with a coup’,
obtain their services than will the that Bob Carpenter, owner of the and 9 yards.
Erdelatz Jr., intercepted a Napa of clubs in the American Leaw
NFL because they haven’t any Philadelphia baseball team, might
and I wouldn’t be surprised
’
players in reserve in case a pros- become the eighth member but the pass and ran 45 yards for the third
deals will develop."
pective gridder backs out. There- rumors were squelched when tins- T.D. Bill Palmer grabbed off a
loose Napa toss and rambled 60
fore it must meet the demands of ton was admitted entry.
Late Friday the new entry still yards for the last touchdown of
the players if It wants to field a
team for next season. Otherwise was coachless and had no general the season for the Spartan freshthey (the players) may join forces manager, something which should man team.
The yearlings finished the seawith the grey -beards of the NFL be cleared up by today. The Boston
and sit on the bench for a lesser entry is also looking for a place to son with a three won and five lost
record.
salary and keep their jersey clean. house its games.
-

Coa,s/idio

C HAITERLEd

on their own 21 with Bob Gatiss
in at the signal calling seat. The
COP runners seemed to run at
will against the Spartans in the
next series of downs as they went
to the San Jose 34 but fumbled.
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cotton threads in both
;Iapback or continentals.

4/11

from 4.95

,-_
COLLEGE CORDS
THICKSET, comforatble,
durable, and washable.
flapbacks in natural
continentals in ("rye and brown

BY
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_

KLONDIKE COTTONS
A SMART Bra-, Fay’
natural and olvi must s: :
washable

mosher s for men

470
4ti
+11

41
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Friend Kills Veep

Teacher-Producer New
Coordinator, Professor
Robert M. Diamond, former teacher-producer of a
telex ision series, "From Fingers to Numbers," was recently appointed coordinator
of instructional television

LEBANON

Continental Restaurant
MEXICAN
LEBANESE
and AMERICAN FOODS
Specia.ty . . . Cr r al
C
SHISH-KA-BAD
Call CY 5-9519 for Reservations
We Cater to Banquets, Priv. Parties
Special Rates to Organizations
1098 E. Santa Clara St.
Open Daily 11 arn.10 pm except Tues.
Adrian Daniel, Managing -Owner

and associate professor of
speech and drama at SJS.
Professor Diamond was affiliated with the television program
while teaching in the Schenectady
Public School system. The program was televised to schools in
upper New York state, New E;ngland and Canada.
He received his B.A. degree at
Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.,
and his M.A. at New York University.

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
CY 2-7501
96 E. San Fernando

Everything Photographic
3 STORES TO SERVE YOU
IN THE SAN JOSE AREA
Downtown San Jose
66 S. 1st St.CY 3-06:6
Valley Fair
56 Valley FairCY 8-4500

Willow Glen
, 084 Lincoln Awe CY 4-2610

WEBBS
1960 HOWARD TOUR
To the summer session at the University of

HAWAII
$529

plus
tax

Steamship travel included in tour price.

ONLY $25 DEPOSIT
Consult:
Perigo
Housemother Chi Omega
Mrs. Val

CY 7-5151

430 S. 5th

National Poetry Association
Will Publish Students’ Poems
Poems submitted by ten State -Is It But the Wise Who See" and
students have been accepted for Karen Tokunaga, "We."
The Anthology is a compilation
publication in the Annual Anthology of College Poetry, Dennis of the finest poetry written by colHartman, secretary of the Nation- lege men and women of America,
al Poetry Assn., announced yes- Hartman said.
terday.
Selections were made from thouWinners and the poems they sands of poems submitted to the
submitted are:
association judges, he said.
Page Brownton, "Thunder on
the Moon;" Don Bryan, "On Waring;" James R. Cypher, "Renascence;" D. Lowell Fletcher,
"Through Liquid the Night;" MilFuture parking meters, handlard A. Gump, "What Distance
blocked textiles and carved bowls
Stops a Kiss?"
Francine Marshall, "From the are now on display in the Library.
The beginning woodwork probDark:" Louise McClain, "Driftwood;" Peter Gary Nyberg, "The lems are on display in the Science
End of All:" Judy Saltzman, "Why and Social Science Reading Rooms.
Parking meter designs are in the
Humanities Reading Room.
Textile designs by the survey
of crafts class are in the main
floor cases in the east wing.
TODAY
Alpha Omicron Pi, La Torre pictures,
554, 3 to 5 p.m.
Campus Photo Club, meeting, 53,
The Placement Office, Adm234,
7:30 p.m.
has part time job listings for junFreshman Class, meeting. El IS, 3:30 ior and senior electronic and mep.m.
chanical engineering students. To
MC, meeting, CH 49, 7 p.m.
make contact with employers stuJunior Prom Committee, meeting, 5326. dents may talk to Mrs. Phyllis
3:30 p.m.
Headland in placement
Sophomore Class, meeting, CH227,
3:30 p.m.
Student Nurses Assn.. potluck dinner.
A-1 Auto Insurance
, Student Un,,n. 5.30 to 7 p.m.

Parking Meters
In the Library?

NEW BROCHURES AVAILABLE

58 days for only

HUNTING DUCKSHarlow M. Curtice (i), retired General Motors president, accidentally shot and killed Harry W. Anderson (11,
former General Motors vice president recently near Sarnia, Ont.,
Canada. They were longtime friends.

3

Sweekg enine fune-up in town!

Spartaguide

Engineering Jobs

TOMORROW
Christian Science Organisation. meeting, Colie3e Chapei, 7.30 p.m.
Collegiete Christian Fellowship. meet1
ing, Cafeteria, 9 p.m. ..
.
Sanitary Science Society, meeting, S.
309, 7:30 p.m.
Senior Class, meeting, J3, 3:30 p.m.
Spartan Shields, meeting, CH358, 6:45
p.m.

Pay as you Drive

for Hawaiian Women
Jobs Available needSan Jose. Interested persora,
Two Hawaiian women are

Prof Will Tell
Requirements

ed for the holiday rush by a Ha- asked to contact Mrs. Kim,
411.
%align dress shop in downtown wards in Adm234.

Dr. Harold Miller, head of the
English Department, will speak
at a luncheon meeting for English
majors and faculty tomorrow at
12:30 in Room B of the Cafeteria.
Dr. Miller will explain college
and departmental requirements for
graduation as an English or language arts major. He will answer
student questions about English,
foreign language, and general education requirements.
All English and language arts
majors and English Department
faculty members are invited to attend. Lunches may be eaten during
the meeting.

Metric
phCl
IMO"’

rmacy

"To Your Health, Sir"
Immediate Prescription
Service
We have the precise
Remedy only I block
away from your ills.
188 SANTA CLARA (at S. 501)

Interviews
NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, interviews are held from 9:15 a.m. to 4:15
p.m. in the Placement Office, Adrn
234. Students are requested to sign
up in advance of interviews.

CT 5-0828

Shank’s Drive-In Cleaners
AND

SHIRT LAUNDRY

TODAY
U S.
SAY General Accounting Office, San
x Francisco. graduating seniors. accoun’ing.
Grossman Union High School, grad,
sting seniors, women’s P.E.. English and
German.
Ortfus Pharmaceutical Corp., Raritan
N.J., graduating seniors, sales.
TOMORROW
Guy F. Atkinson Co., San Francisco.
graduating seniors, civil engineering
business and accounting.
Bauer and Black, San Jose, business.
marketing (sales).
Haul-Atlas Glass Division, Continental
Can Co., Oakland, graduating seniors,
accounting, business administration, industrial relations, industrial and mechanical engineering.

APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
"In at 9:00 a.m. Out at 5:00 p.m."
ONE DAY SERVICENO EXTRA CHARGE

SPECIAL
one week only
2nd & San Carlos

DRESSES
$1.10
CY 3-3701

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

DUAL FILTER
DOES IT!
It filters as
no single filter can

Special Rotes for
Married Students

for mild, full flavor!

Phone CH 3-6116
Day or Night

"Confidentially, It
Would Be A Perfect Gift
For That Special Guy"
Leave your sour pecformance on our doorstep. We’ll
clean and regap your spark
plugs...check distributor

...clean and adjust points
...tune-up your engine...
and see that everything’s
harmonizing just fine!

Service Is our Business

YAGER & SILVA
STUDENT..PARKING
Across from Student Union

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 lin minimum.
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16 Tower Hall.
No Phone Orders

You’re right Santa, those popular official San Jose
State Jackets would be a perfect gift for that special
guy. And besides, the 24ox. quality fabric, fine leather
sleeves, and luxury rayon lining by Skinner mean rugged
wear, comfort, and good looks.

I Sprint bike, Italian 10-spoed. fully equip.
oxtra tires. 3 "nos. old, $11S. 283 E. Reed
,r5ri,. 3 after 6.
Redwood 2"z2"01’ fence material,
Rounds. 3V7S en inch, Firewood, CY 2.
13872 after 3 p.m.
Help Wenfosl--Pmole

EARN XMAS MONEYPart or full time
We need 7 personable young women to
work in our circulation dept.day or
Apartments for IMO
eye., krs. arranged, we train. Apply in
person 3 to 6-7 to 9 p.m. or Sat. II to
Furn. apt. 452 S. 4th, San Jose, CY 4. 12 a rri 1161 Lincoln, No. 107.
5085
or AL_ 2-3420-3
.
_ _ students.
Share Reafals
kern. 2-bdrm. apt. weer & garbage pd.
453 S. 94-1,. CY 4.1410 .nr AN 6-8726.
Girl to share km. hse. w.th S others.
Faro. li-irdrin. apt., water end garbage CY 18094.
ad. 565 S. 1 1 th. CY 5.4390 or CY 2- 3 students need 4th to share new fur0984 after 5 pin.
nished apt. near Emporium. CY 4.2482.
Miscellaneous for Sale
2-3 girls te share apt. or five girls or
fellows to rent, $25 a month, 453 S. 10th,
Brand new toner sax, $100 equity. Take CY 7-8542.
Over small bank payments. Ron, CY3.1450
Aston fer Salo
Trailer for sale. All steel. 3-yrs. old, new
fires, brake light, 4 ft. by 8 ft -6 in. Load- ’59 MGA roadster, $2350. White, bled,
ing plank $150 or best offer. CY 2. interic,r, heater, wire wheels, badge bar,
7433, ask for George
tonneau. CY 5.2492.
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POPULAR
FILTER
PRICE

DIAL FILTER

only $19.95
HERE’S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES

IT:

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...clef!.
nApjy proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth...
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter.

I
Spartan Book Store
"RIGHT

ON

CAMPUS"

Together they bring you the
real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

NEW
DUAL
FILTER
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